Disputes finance:
managing legal costs
and risk

SOLUTIONS FOR CORPORATES

As corporate demand for legal services increases, so too
does the need for corporates to effectively manage their
costs. Corporates now expect their external counsel to
provide innovative solutions when it comes to controlling
costs, and in the same way that corporate finance has
historically been used to free up a company’s own capital
when making purchasing decisions for the business, disputes
finance – external capital to finance litigation, arbitration,
insolvency, debt books and even defence cases – is now used
by corporates out of choice, rather than necessity.

What is disputes finance?
Disputes finance is the provision
of non-recourse finance which is
secured against the outcome of a
dispute (which may be a piece of
litigation or an arbitration). LCM
views claims as ‘assets’ against
which it is willing to provide finance.

Traditional lenders will not generally
provide finance with only a claim
as security.
LCM is highly experienced in
developing tailored financing
solutions to meet the needs of
individual corporates.

How does disputes finance work?
LCM agrees to pay some or all of the
costs associated with a particular
dispute or a group of disputes.
Disputes finance is non-recourse
meaning that in the event that the
dispute is unsuccessful, LCM receives
nothing. LCM will not be repaid the
finance it has advanced and will
have no recourse to the assets of the
funded party in order to recover the
investment.
In the event that the dispute is
successful (meaning that the
claimant makes a financial recovery
in the claim), LCM will be reimbursed
the costs it has financed and will
receive a premium reflecting the risk
it carried in financing the dispute. A
straightforward claim will generally
attract a lower premium than a case
which carries more risk.

LCM’s premium can be structured as
either:








a percentage of the recovery
received in the claim
a multiple of the amount
of funding which has been
provided (often starting from
0.25x)
an interest rate applied to the
drawn and undrawn amount of
a finance facility
a combination of these pricing
mechanisms

Generally, the percentage or multiple
will not be a flat rate, but rather will
be tiered so as to charge a lower
premium in the event a claim is
resolved quickly.

The benefits of disputes finance
Among the most commonly
reported concerns about disputes
are:






The financial exposure for the
business
The legal costs involved in
bringing claims
The unpredictability of any
outcomes





The protracted nature of
litigation
The increasingly litigious
environment

Further, where there is global
economic instability, companies
acting prudently seek to preserve
their capital and not use funds for
non-core expenditure like disputes.

Protects the value of the business from the impact of
disputes costs
Litigation is expensive and the costs
of running a case are generally
treated as an expense on a
company’s profit and loss statement.
This has an adverse impact on the
company’s operating profit for the
duration of the case (which is usually
a number of years). The company
also incurs an opportunity cost when
it deploys its funds into litigation
rather than the profit generating
operations of its business.
These costs have a negative impact
on the EBITDA (Earnings Before
Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and

Amortization) of the company
which in turn has a negative impact
on value (particularly where the
company may be valued on a price
to earnings multiple).
When using disputes finance, the
business does not carry these legal
expenses. Rather, these expenses
are paid by LCM removing this
significant item from the company’s
expenditure. The operating profit
in each year will be higher and the
accounts will be a more accurate
reflection of actual business
performance.

Protects the business from significant disputes risk
Litigation is inherently risky as it
is extremely difficult to predict
a successful result. For many
businesses, this risk is too great
and they choose not to pursue
meritorious claims.
Disputes finance can include an
indemnity against adverse costs and
an agreement to meet an order for
security for costs. This means that
LCM carries all of the cost and risk of
the dispute being financed.

Using disputes finance also removes
uncertainty in forecasting and
budgeting for legal spend, which
can be highly variable and difficult
to predict. A client can choose how
much of their legal spend is funded
and be assured that they will not be
required to spend anything other
than what has been agreed.

Unlocks the value that resides in claims
As with any other source of potential
revenue, a claim is an asset of the
business to the extent that it will
potentially yield a return. Disputes
finance presents a way of unlocking
the value in that asset by meeting
the costs required in order to realise
the claim. In exchange, the claimant
foregoes a portion of a future
financial gain (which in any event, is
always at risk).
Disputes finance gives companies
the opportunity to recognise the
value in a claim at a time which

suits them best. For example, if a
company is forecasting an EBITDA
which is below expectations for a
specific period but also has a claim
which is likely to be realised in a
subsequent period, disputes finance
can provide funds to the company
secured against the ‘asset’ which
the company has (i.e. the piece of
litigation). This monetisation of the
claim can increase expected
EBITDA at a time which best suits
the company.

Portfolio finance for disputes
Where a corporate has more than
one dispute, a finance solution can
be provided for this portfolio of
claims rather than the traditional
model which provides finance for a
single case. LCM is the global leader
in corporate portfolio financing,
being responsible for a number
of high-profile corporate finance
transactions.
Portfolio finance is a facility provided
by LCM to finance a company’s
entire disputes spend. In considering
whether a portfolio of disputes is
suitable for finance, LCM considers
the aggregate size of the claims
in that portfolio, as well as the
aggregate estimated legal spend
for those claims. The nature of the
individual claims in the portfolio
become less important to LCM as it
considers these claims as a whole.
This means that smaller cases and
even defence side cases can be

included in a disputes portfolio
facility.
Portfolio finance is also non-recourse
meaning that LCM is only repaid
from the proceeds of the successful
cases in a portfolio. LCM’s risk of
losing its investment, in this context,
is spread across a number of cases
rather than concentrated in one case
which could win or lose. This means
providing finance for a portfolio of
claims carries a lower degree of risk
than finance for a single case and,
as such, the premium which LCM
charges is much less than for a single
claim. LCM’s premium is based upon
the time it takes for the facility to be
repaid. Typically, this is based on a
multiple of the funds drawn down,
with that multiple starting at 0.25
times and increasing over time.

Disputes finance in practice
Disputes finance provides a substantial benefit to corporates by transferring
the risk and P&L impact of a dispute to LCM.
Without Disputes Finance

With Disputes Finance

Client pays $10 million (as an
example) being the legal costs to
bring the claim

External capital from LCM replaces
$10 million P&L expense

At a 10x P/E ratio the impact of
self-paying $10 million is $100 million
reduction of the market value

Using external capital, the business
does not suffer any decline in market
value

Spending $10 million cash on a
dispute reduces cash available for
other business investment(s)

The business captures increased
market value and if the same $10
million is generating a 10% ROI then a
further $10 million in market value is
realised

The business pays a heavy price to
pay legal fees on a current cash basis
to pursue litigation

Eliminating negative market value
impacts is incredibly valuable to the
business as is potential increased
revenue and risk transfer

Working with LCM
We understand the need for
commerciality and swift turnarounds.
Our objective is to create a bespoke
finance solution which is tailored to
the needs of the individual company.
All of our Investment Managers are
highly experienced lawyers with
backgrounds in commercial litigation
and arbitration with the ability to
critically assess cases and provide
quick decisions. Our management

team consists of the market leaders
in the disputes finance industry, with
unrivalled experience in corporate
portfolio transactions.
Once finance from LCM is in place,
our role is limited to paying the
monthly invoices issued by the
lawyers. LCM does not seek to
‘control’ the dispute or be involved in
its progress - LCM provides ‘passive’
finance.

About us
Litigation Capital Management
(LCM) is a leading international
provider of dispute financing
solutions.
LCM has an unparalleled track
record, driven by its disciplined
approach to project selection
and robust risk management. Our
capability stems from being a
pioneer of the industry with more
than 21 years of global experience.
Headquartered in Australia, with
offices in the United Kingdom and
Singapore, LCM is listed on the
AIM market of the London Stock
Exchange under the ticker AIM: LIT
and invests through its permanent
balance sheet capital and a
US150m third party fund backed by
sophisticated blue-chip investors.
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